Atomic Punk

West Coast IPA

7.0%

A hop-forward yet extremely balanced and drinkable IPA. This aggressively hopped IPA immediately strikes a power chord of
grapefruit, tangerine, and pine flavors with a hint of "dankness". The malt profile provides just enough backbone to support the
massive hop profile.

Cosmic Journey

Hazy IPA

6.0%

Our latest Hazy NE IPA has a very soft bitterness with big tropical fruit and citrus notes including pineapple, passionfruit, grapefruit,
lime and lemon. This is a smooth drinking and extremely quenching IPA.

Red Sector

Red IPA

6.4%

Very distinct red hue to this well-hopped yet balanced beer. Has a rich malt character, without being overly sweet, and a huge hop
character without being overly bitter. Bold yet balanced.

Young & Hazy

Juicy IPA

6.5%

Soft mouthfeel with massive fruit flavors including peach, mango, citrus, papaya, and apricot. Bitterness plays a very small
supportive role in this beer as the focus is clearly on the juicy characteristics of this enticing beer.

Revolver (#9)

American Pale Ale

6.2%

The Cashmere hops in Revolver #9 brings aromas of citrus and tropical fruit to the front with overtones of lemon, lime, peach, and
melon. This is an easy-drinking, refreshing hoppy beer that has just enough bitterness to keep things balanced. The nice dry finish
will keep you coming back for more.

Comfortably Numb

Double IPA

8.6%

Our double IPA is deceptively easy to drink. At 9% and a bitterness of over 100 IBU, you will be pleasantly surprised how well the
malt profile, mouthfeel, and hop flavors create a dangerously delicious DIPA. Has a gorgeous orange hue with notes of tropical
fruit, grapefruit, and tangerine.

Spirit in the Dark

Robust Porter

6.5%

Deep, dark brown in color with ruby highlights. This malt-forward dark ale brings features flavors of chocolate, caramel, biscuit,
and hints of coffee notes with a firm but balanced bitterness.

Lithium

German Amber / Altbier

5.4%

Medium bodied with crisp, clean yet complex malt character balanced by solid bitterness and hop flavors. This bittersweet amber
colored beer is light enough to be sessionable and full of flavors.

Lost In The Night

Schwarzbier

5.4%

This dark German lager balances roasted yet smooth malt flavors with moderate hop bitterness. The lighter body and dryness
makes this beer extremely drinkable. Congrats to Matt who designed this recipe and was our pick for our 2020 ProAm brew day!
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Gold Digger

Kolsch Style Ale

5.5%

Clean, crisp, and delicately balanced with subtle pear fruit flavor and subdued maltiness. Pleasantly refreshing, easy-drinking and
flavorful.

Devil’s Haircut

Munich Helles / Lager

4.5%

Munich Helles is a golden lager that is malt-accentuated with underlying spicy hop notes and a low bitterness that provides a
supporting role.

Hysberia

Raspberry Wheat

5.2%

A crisp wheat beer fermented with over 130lbs of raspberry. Light bodied and refreshing with a distinct raspberry aroma.
Nice queching dry character with a hint of sweetness and tart note is balanced by a light grain flavor.

Strange Brew

Cream Ale

5.1%

Light, refreshing and flavorful! This is an easy drinking “lawnmower” beer with a clean, snappy finish. Whether your bbq’ing in the
yard, mowing the lawn, or lounging by the water, this Cream Ale has got your back. Strange Brew is proof that light colored beer
can be both refreshing and delicious.

Strange Brew on NITRO

Cream Ale

5.1%

Our light, refreshing and flavorful Cream Ale served on NITRO which creates an even smoothier, creamier, cram ale!

Bicycle Race

Grapefruit Radler

3.9%

The Cyclists' Beery Thirst Quencher (Radler means cyclist in German). It is a popular summer drink. Flavorful, crisp, refreshing, and
low alcohol.

Limelight

Lime+Pomegranite Gose

5.4%

A crisp, refreshing Gose brewed with Lactose Sugar. This sour goes through a secondary fermentation on a blend of key limes and
pomegranate which plays perfectly against the slight salinity in a Gose

Notorious P.O.G

Fruited Sour

6.1%

Refreshing, juicy, dry and tart. Our latest sour creation sees four different fruit additions in secondary: Passionfruit, Blood Orange,
and Guava. It's the perfect summer crusher!
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